
 

ORGANIZATION Safeguarding Survivor 

LOCATION UK 

CONTACT 
INFORMATION 

Annie 
survivingsafeguarding@gmail.com 
Twitter: @survivecourt 

WEBSITE http://survivingsafeguarding.co.uk 

PHONE  
 

TYPE Informal Non-profit Organization 

PROGRAM MISSION 

“To guide parents and their families through the child protection process through 
my own extensive knowledge and experiences, providing advice, support and links 
to other agencies, to encourage social workers and parents to work together as 
experts in the best interests of the whole family, to use my experiences to promote 
humane working practice and help social workers to reconnect and nurture vital 
human relationships with their service users through my unique, supportive 
training packages, and to launch a nationwide parental advocacy program run by 
experienced parents like me which will: provide one-to-one support for parents 
and their families through the child protection process, ensure parents and their 
families have a voice, bridge the gap between social workers and service users and 
promote collaborative and good working relationships.” 

PROGRAM ORIGINS 

Safeguarding Survivor began in 2015, when she began writing and then a year later 
when she began advocating on behalf of parents. Annie lost custody of her infant 
child due to “future risk of emotional harm” and after 258 days of fighting was able 
to regain custody. This required intensive work and support from a local charity, 
learning about legal procedures and laws, and having resilience to never give up 
despite solicitors, child protection officers, and ministers of government telling her 
that the case was unwinnable. From her treatment throughout various child 
protection cases, supervised contact with her children, mandatory therapy and 
parenting classes, fractured relationships with her children from the trauma of 
separation, Annie has built a space and platform where she is able to use these 
traumatic experiences to influence how social work and parents can go beyond an 
“us” versus “them” framework, and instead can change collectively to “we.”  

 

COMPONENTS 
 

SIZE OF STAFF 1 

PARENT ADVOCATES 1 

BOARD COMPOSITION No formal board 

PROFESSIONALS/OTHER 
STAFF 

N/A 

BUDGET No formal budget 

TARGET POPULATION The larger UK population, and anyone globally who accesses her website 

IMPACT 

Annie has been able to interact with parents from a wide range of UK locales, and 
has even impacted local child protection authority in London through her 
outsourced work, which has led to the creation of a council that influences child 
protection practices in London.  

COMPENSATION  
Annie does not take a regular salary or payment; as she says “I don’t get paid for it 
but I wouldn’t take it if someone did pay me a wage because it would be like I was 
being paid twice.  

 

TRAINING RESOURCES 

Annie explains that she has gone through different iterations of training, including 
counseling training, risks involved in taking care of vulnerable populations, and 
training that is not directly related to child welfare and some that are directly 
related to child welfare. She spends her time with professionals in the field to 
obtain control over technical jargon and increase her legal knowledge base, with 
parents to build stories to promote parent visibility, and with legislative officers to 
improve her public speaking and manage power dynamics. 

INDIVIDUAL LEVEL OUTREACH THROUGH BLOGGING 

mailto:survivingsafeguarding@gmail.com


WORK Although Annie has stepped away from doing individual casework due to 
constraints in traveling and family, she is contacted by many people through her 
website. In doing this work, Annie has seen the impact of parent advocacy, in 
validating experiences through counseling, and the legwork needed to secure legal 
counsel.  Through her facebook connections, Annie is able to see the women 
flourish beyond her interactions with them, which makes the work even more 
fulfilling.  
 
EMPOWERMENT THROUGH INCREASED KNOWLEDGE BASE 
Annie finds that being able to “translate the system” and being able to question 
social workers and other authority figures on their use of technical jargon enables 
her to note where change can occur and also gives her direct ability to change 
dynamics in the room. It has been challenging for Annie to occupy more legislative 
and public roles in doing individual work, as parents expect her to have more 
control over the situation. This is what she cites as the challenge in being an 
individual and not an organization.  However she finds the continued outreach of 
parents important to working on big picture legislation and increasing the visibility 
of parents overall.  

ORGANIZATION LEVEL 
WORK 

Annie imagines the future of her organization as having parent advocates as 
employees (around 10-15), have designated training programs for parent 
advocates, institutional officers, be funded fully as an organization, and to 
influence more preventive work in the child welfare space overall.  

POLICY LEVEL WORK 

WORKING GROUP ON SPECIAL GUARDIANSHIP 
Annie is able to speak from the birth parents’ perspective over the topic of special 
guardianship, where children are sent to live with wider family members that could 
include extended family or friends. She is able to articulate the issues that birth 
parents may and will have regarding special guardianship and is able to impact 
policy decisions and perspective shifts among the professionals in the working 
group.  
IMPACT ON LOCAL AUTHORITY  
By interacting with local authorities at conferences and panels, Annie has been able 
to tell her story in order to influence child protection officers’ conceptualization of 
the parents they are affecting. Her talks have also illuminated how the law protects 
the officers’ abilities to reach into parents’ lives rather than giving parents true due 
process.  Her close relationship with the local authorities and consistent requests 
to speak at conferences demonstrates the value in story and representation in 
institutions that have historically caused harm.  
BRINGING SOCIAL WORKERS AND PARENTS TOGETHER 
In Camden, Annie was able to design and deliver training to bring together new 
social workers and parents with child welfare experience. She demonstrates that 
through this, many barriers were broken, about their positions and were able to 
have civil and productive discourse. Through this conference, it built the 
groundwork and membership, which led to the creation of to  an advisory 
committee for the Child Protection Council.  
 
Annie notes that her time has largely shifted from equal division of individual work 
and policy work to mostly policy level work. And although she has not specifically 
written any legislation, she envisions that within a year she will be writing 
legislation and policy.  

EVALUATIONS No formal evaluation.  

PARENT-LED/PARENT-
SUPPORTED 

Parent-led 

 

 


